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This paper deals with early verb development (e.g., person, tense) until the emergence of verb-
paradigms in two French-speaking ehildren. 
I will show the parallelism between the two ehildren in the gradual building of paradigms, despite 
eonsiderable differences in the rate of development. Individual differenees on the other hand will 
bring me to reeonsider the broad eategory of premorphologieal rote-learnt forms whieh already 
displays some pauerning in one of the ehildren's data. 
1.  Description of verbs in the target language 
Grammatical eategories of the Freneh verb are person (I 't, 2nd, 3'd)  number (sg., pl.), tense, mood 
(indieative and imperative in  early ehild language) and voiee. However, in  the spoken language, 
depending  on  the  infleetional  class  (see  below),  these  eategories  may  not  be  expressed  by 
suffixes, and verbal forms may be distinguished only by proelitie markers (je,  tu,  iZ,  elle,  Us,  elles, 
on parZe /parl/ 'I, you, he, she, we speak>1)  and by auxiliaries (see below). In  other words, in  the 
productive mieroclass (and in  some unproduetive mieroclasses and paradigms), the 2. PI.  is often 
the only form having a verb suffix (e.g. parl-ez): 
Present Indicative  Imperative 
Singular  Plural 
(parIons /parl-öl) 
parlez /parl-el 
parlen! Iparl/ 
Singular  Plural 
1. Pers.  parlons Iparl-öl 
2. Pers. 
parle /parll 
parles /parl/ 
parle /parll 
parle Iparll  parlez /parl-el 
3. Pers. 
Table I. Person and  number marking in the Present Indicative and Imperative 
(I. microclass, parter 'speak') 
Homophonie forms in the eategories used by the ehildren in pre- and protomorphology are: 
a)  Pres.l.Sg, Pres.2.Sg, Pres.3.Sg, Pres.3.PI, Imp.2.Sg:  /parl/ 
b)  Inf. parZer , PP parZe:  /parle/ (Pres.2.PI & Imp.2.PI. parZez). 
Non-finite eategories (in child language) are  Infinitive and PP.  Infinitive is  the eitation form  in 
French and is used in periphrastie eonstructions sueh as Compound Future and modal ones. Non-
finite PP is part of Compound Past (see below). 
Within the eategory tense, spoken Freneh has 4 compound forms  (Compound Past , Compound 
Future, and Pluperfeet, Past Future, both not expected in early ehild language), and two synthetie 
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forms less frequent in the input and rare in early child language: Imperfect (pari-ais)' and Simple 
Future (parl(e)-ra). The Simple Past (parl-a) is used only in fairy tales. 
Compound past is auxiliary avo;r 'have'  Ihre 'be' + PP, elle a parze  'she has spoken': 
Singular 
AUX 
I. Pers.  ai lei 
2. Pers.  as Ia! 
3. Pers.  a lai 
Table 2. Cornpound past 
PP 
parle Iparlel 
Plural 
AUX 
(avons laval) 
avez lavel 
ont/öl 
PP 
parlc Iparlel 
Compound Future is semi-auxiliary aller 'go' + Inf: il va parier  'he will speak': 
1. Pers. 
2. Pers. 
Singular 
AUX 
vais Ivel 
vas IvaJ 
3.  Pers.  va IvaJ 
Table 3. Compound Future 
INF 
parler Iparlel 
Plural 
serniAUX 
(allons la16/) 
allez lalel 
vont Iv61 
INF 
parler Iparlel 
Isolated  paradigms  and  unproducti ve  c1asses  have  amplified  bases  and,  depending  on  the 
inflectional class, vowel change, e.g. 
INF  partir  'leave'  Sg.:  part  3.PI.:  partent  PP:  parti 
Ipartirl  Iparl  IpartJ  Ipart'; 
mordre  'bite'  mord  mordent  mordu 
Im"rdrl  Im"rl  Im"rdl  Im"rdyl 
venir  'corne'  vient  viennent  venu 
Iv;;}nirl  Ivjel  IvjEOI  Ivonyl 
recevoir  'becomc'  re(:oit  re(:oivent  reru 
!r;;}s;;}vwarl  IroswaJ  Ir;;}swavl  Irosyl 
l.PI.  recevons 
Ir;;}s;;}völ 
2.  Data description 
My study is  based on  the corpora 01' two children from Lausanne (Switzerland): Sophie (SOP) 
(1;6.14 - 3;8.09, 60 recordings, 30 hours) and Emma (EMM) (1;4.13 - 2;11.3, 40 recordings,  19 
hours)'. This study focuses on  the data until  the beginning of protomorphology (cf.  below), i.e. 
until 2;0 in SOP's corpus (2978 utterances
4
), and 1;8 in EMM's corpus (1079 utterances)'. For the 
sake  01'  comparison,  however,  some  of  the  tables  contain  data  of Emma  until  2;0  (2684 
utterances). Transcription and  coding have been done according to  CHILDES  and quantitative 
analyses according to CLAN programs
6 
Which corresponds to irnpcrfective aspect opposcd to perfective aspect of compound past. 
Thc data of Emma are more Iimited  lhan the  data of Sophie.  Emma has  been reeordcd  generally only twiee a 
month and some o[ the rccordings are very short (e.g.  1;6,  1;7, 2;0; at  1;7 diary notes are used to complement thc 
rccordings). This irrcgularity in the data uf Ernma is probably rcsponsible for the greater hcterogeneity of some of 
the findings on her language development. 
To qualify as an  utterancc, a produetion has to include at least one mcaningful unit resembling a Frcnch wonJ  in 
form and mcaning. 
This corresponds roughly to the first SO verb lemmas. 
Thanks  are duc to  Mare  Xicoira  and  Martin  Forst  far  technical  help  and  to  thc  Univcrsity  of Lausanne  for 
rinancial support. 
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SOP  can  be  characterized  as  following  a  prosodic  (formulaic  strategy  in  Peters  &  Menn 
1993:745,  cf.  also  Peters  1997:  159,  Bates  1995)  rather  than  a  segmental  strategy:  she  has 
massive phonological substitutions and a long and varied use of fillers (which disappear between 
2;6 and 3;0). 
EMM, an early talker (MLU of 2.4 already at 1;7 and of 3.3 at I; 1  0), is rather (cf. 3.) a segmental 
child (cf. Peters &  Menn 1993) but favours  also the imitative strategy (cf.  several examples of 
rote-Iearned  sequences  in  which  she  seems  to  play  with  her  words  and  transform  them  in 
successive steps). 
The phases of pre- and protomorphology correspond to the following time periods of the corpora: 
SOP  EMM 
Premorphology: 
Protomorphology: 
1;6.14 - 1;10.4 
1; 11.19 - 2; 1.18
7 
1;4.13 - 1;7.27 
1;8.10-1;10.29 
In SOP's corpus, protomorphology is demarcated by a syntactic spurt: 2-word utteranees with verb reach almost 50% 
of the utteranccs with verb. There is  also a first advance in  article use and hence in the development of the noun 
phrase. First subject pronouns appear (cf. Kilani-Schoch & Dressler 2000a, 2000b). 
In EMM's corpus protomorphology starts when articles (74% of prenominal contexts) and subject 
pronouns become frequent and fillers  mostly preverbal.  Syntax develops  as  well  with first  3-
complement utterances, dislocated and eleft sentences. 
3.  Predecessors of verbs in predicative function 
In  both  children  there  are  some  verbs  already  from  the  beginning  of  recordings  (cf.  4.). 
Predecessors of verbs (more important in SOP than in EMM's corpus, cf. the proportion of verbs 
in 4.  below) nevertheless also occur, differently according to each child's language development. 
There are more extragrammatical predecessors in SOP than in EMM's corpus, e.g. 
a) fillers replacing main verbs, e.g 1;9. 22 a lil for viens lil Ivje la!,  I; 11.29 I~I pas for (je) sais pas 
ISEpa!  '(I do) not (know)', 2;0.10 e plus for veux plus and modal/semi-auxiliary verbs before an 
infinitive (cf.  Kilani-Schoch &  Dressler 2000b), e.g.  1  ;9.13 latetirl for Ue  veux) sortir  13~ v0 
s:lrtir/,  I; 1  0.16 ani0 for il va venir lil va v~nirl (but also a few examples in EMM's corpus, e.g. 
1  ;5.13 e  a sortir for il va sortir,  1  ;7.27 a venir for il va venir'), 
b)  onomatopoetic forms  instead of verbs, e.g.  1;9.13  nan nan  for mniam mniam 'X is  eating', 
1  ;9.22 boum le pam for (il) est tombe l'elephant 'the elefant is fallen' (only nominal examples in 
EMM's  corpus,  e.g  1  ;5.28  pioupiou  for  oiseau  'bird',  1  ;6.25  wouwou  for  ehien  'dog').  In  the 
transition  to  protomorphology  (cf.  2.)  they  are  replaced  by  verb  forms,  e.g.  poum  becomes 
tombelest tombe le tübel 'has fallen'. 
Notice that root reduplications are almost inexistent in the corpus (cf. SOP pepleut for pleut 'it is 
raining',  dedort  for  dort  'is  sleeping').  It  seems  that  French  preference  for  monosyllabic 
7  Thcre is a transition phase between pre- and protomorphology in SOP's corpus. 
,  This example is a lexical filler (cf. Kilani-Schoch & Dressler 2000b). 
9  Repetition of a first correct production. 
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(morphologieal) verbs as  weil as  the identity between the root and the inflectional form renders 
this kind of phono-morphological compensation  10 unnecessary. 
Both children have examples of (baby-talk) nouns without their governing semi-auxiliary, e.g. 
dodo for fai! dodo 'sleeps' (at the very beginning in EMM's corpus), later with a prefixed filler, 
objects instead of their governing verbs, e.g. SOP 1; 1  0.16 a po(  r )te  for ouvre la porte 'open the 
door', deictics (la 'there',  <;a  'this'), and adverbs denoting a process  in  predicative function, e.g. 
SOP 1;7.26; EMM 1  ;6.25 eloltor, ator  for encore  /ak:Jr/ 'more, add', dehors /d;Jor/ 'outside'. 
4.  Emergence of verb-forms 
4.1.  Quantitative data 
Verb spurt starts at  1; 11.7  in  Sophie's corpus and at  1;7  in EMM's corpus, i.e.  at the turning-
point between pre- and protomorphology (see 2 and Tables 4a and 4b). 
SOP 
agc  uttcrances  lemmas  lemmas %  types  tokens  tokcns % 
1;6  109  3  2.8%  3  9  8.2% 
1;7  225  8  3.6%  8  17  7.5% 
1;8  245  10  4%  10  19  7.5% 
1;9  606  27  4.4%  33  95  15.7% 
1;10  555  31  5.6%  34  87  15.7% 
1; 11.7  176  16  9.1%  16  39  22.1% 
PROTO 
I ;11  end  592  37  6.2%  45  129  21.8% 
2;0  470  49  10.4%  63  143  30.4% 
1able 4a. SOP. % of verb lemmas, types &  tokens In relatIOn to analyzed uttcrances 
EMM 
agc  utteranccs  lemmas  lemmas %  types  tokens  % 
1;4  136  5  3.7%  5  9  7% 
1;5  287  21  7.3%  24  72  25% 
1;6  186  10  5.4%  11  15  8% 
1;7  133  21  15.8%  24  53  39.8% 
(I ;7  (103)  (16 )  (15.5%)  (17)  (28)  (27.2%) 
rcc.only) 
PROTO 
1;8  337  35  10.4%  49  122  36% 
1;9  371  45  12.1%  52  153  41lj{) 
1;10  631  54  8.5%  84  273  43% 
1;11  348  49  14.1%  71  164  47% 
2;0  255  30  11.8%  41  86  34% 
Table 4b. EMM. % of verb lemmas, types &  tokens In relatIOn to analyzcd utteranccs 
Categories used before the beginning of protomorphology (i.e. SOP 1;6 - I;  11.7,266 verb tokens, 
ElviM  1;4  - 1;7,  149  tokens)  are  Present  Indicative  Singular,  Imperative,  Infinitive
l2
,  Past 
10  Thc notion is duc to W.U. Dressler. 
11  Frozen forms (and fillers) are excludcd, see Tablcs 8a and Sb. 
12  I  T lese 3 categorics are  thc  most important catcgories in  spoken Frcnch and sevcral  verbs  havc no  other forms 
uscd (Blanche-Benvcniste &  Adam 1999). 
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Participle,  and lately Compound Past, plus for EMM isolated occurrence of Compound Future 
and Imperfect
13
• 
SOP 
age  Pres.lnd.Sg
14  IMP  INF  pp  c.Past  C.Fut.  Pres.Passive 
1;6  2/6 
1;7  3/7  2/3  1/2 
1;8  5110  \4  2/4  111 
1;9  18/47  %  8/23  2/11 
1;10  12/22  4/8  8115  6119  2/2 
1;11.7  6111  1/3  5/16  3/3  2/2 
PROTO 
1;11  end  19/52  2/5  11/24  6/9  6/21 
2;0  24/56  5/17  14/37  7113  9/13  1/1  2/2 
"w  Table 5. SOP. Emergence of verb categones (lemmas/tokens) untii protomorpho10gy  , 
EMM 
age  Pres.lnd.Sg  Pres.3P  IMP  INF  pp  1mperfect  S.Past  S.Fut. 
1;4  ?I/I  1/1  2/4  ?1/3 
1;5  7114  4/12  13/32  3/10 
1;6  6/7  0  3/3  1/3 
1;7  10/20  4/6  11/17  1/4  1/1 
PROTO 
1;8  18/51  I/I  4/11  16/28  4/8  1/1  Y, 
1;9  16/55  2/7  3/19  20/50  6/9  1/1  1/1 
+111 
Pres.I.Sg 
Table 6a. EMM: Emergenee of synthelle verb eategones (lemmasltokens) unlll protomorphology 
EMM 
age  Comp.Fut.  Comp.Past  Pres.Passive 
1;4 
1;5  1/3 
1;6 
1;7  I/I  1/1 
PROTO 
1;8  2/2  6/9  111 
(Hoken =l.sg) 
1  ;9  3/3  5/6 
Tab1e 6b. EMM: Emergenee of periphrastie verb eategories (lemmas/tokens) before protomorpho10gy 
1J  In  imitation. 
14  SOP and EMM (one isolated example in EMM's eorpus at  1;9 however) da not have yet person distinetion but 
recall that in French conjugation only suppletive verbs mark first person distinctly from 2./3. person, cf.  I. 
IS  In  aB  tables direct imitations are  included:  in  my corpora (and especially in  Emma's corpus), a verb  form  may 
alternatively  appear  as spontaneous or imitated  without any  apparent  systematicity such as,  e.g.  imitated form 
first.  Imitations thus deserve a specific study. Proportions are  given in Tables 8a and  8b.  Ambiguities are listed 
separately (see Table 10a and lOb). 
16  Compound Past and Compound Future forms are counted as single verb-forms of these categories. 
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SOP  EMM 
lemmas  tokens  %  lemmas  tokens  !}t) 
Pres.Ind.Sg.  32  103  46.2%  16  42  29.4% 
Infinitive  18  61  27.4%  22  56  39.2% 
Im_perative  6  19  8.5%  5  19  13.3% 
Past particip1e  9  36  16.1%  4  20  14% 
Comp.Past  3  4  1.8%  1  1  0.7% 
Pcriphrastic Passive  2  2  0.9%  I  3  2% 
Comp.Future  0  0  0  1  1  0.7% 
Imperfect  0  0  0  1  1  0.7% 
Total  51  223  37  143 
.. 
Tablc 7. Summary of verb catcgoncs he lore protomorphology (ambIgUitles excluded) 
The  verb  categories  occurring  before  protomorphology  are  quite  similar  in  both  children. 
However, the  two children  differ strikingly as  far  as  the number of Pres.Ind.Sg.  vs.  Infinitive 
forms is concerned: whereas SOP has a preference for Pres.Ind.Sg. forms over Infinitives, EMM 
has the opposite preference for Infinitives over Pres.Ind.Sg. forms.  Put differently, EMM seems 
to have a preference for morphologie  al  forms while SOP seems to  rather prefer root-forms (cf. 
4.2.). The comparison between all morphological forms (Inf. + all PP, included PP of periphrastic 
verb-forms) and all  root-forms (Pres.Ind. + Imp) does not contradict this finding:  SOP has still 
more root-forms (54.7%) and EMM more morphological forms (57.3%). 
At the onset of protomorphology, verb categories in  Emma's language are more numerous and 
varied  than  in  Sophie's  language  at  the  same  age.  This  underlies  the  different  rates  of 
development  of the  two  children.  In  EMM's  corpus,  plural  verb  forms  occur from  1;8  on
l7
, 
Present  Ist Sg.  from  1;9,  Imperfect  from  1; 11.  Notice  in  addition  an  isolated  occurrence  of 
Simple Past (1;8) and one of Simple Future (1;9). 
Although as said above EMM favours an imitative strategy, verb imitations are not more frequent 
in EMM's corpus than in SOP's corpus during these early periods: 
SOP 
agc  Pres.Ind.Sg  IMP  INF  pp  Comp.Past  Total  %tokens 
1;6  2/2  2/2  22% 
1;7  2/2  I/I  2/3  17.6% 
I  ;K  4/4  2/2  6/6  31.6% 
1;9  10/14  2/2  3/5  2/5  20/26  27.4% 
1;10  2/2  2/4  1/2  111  (passive)  6/8  9.2% 
I; I I.7  2/2  2/2  1/1  1/1  6/6  15.4% 
PROTO 
1;11  end  8/12  3/4  1/1  12/18  14% 
2;0  5/7  1/1  2/2  3/3  1/1  12114  9.K% 
Table 8a. SOP: ImItatIOns (percentagcs In relatIOn to thc numher of verb tokens) 
17  Noticc howevcr that they  are  not productive before 2;2:  the  corpus shows either formulaic  plural  verb  forms 
(partez "go", attendcz "wait") or the  3rd Prescnt PI.  form of etre 'be' sant 'are' and other verb forms with family 
rcsemblancc (font 'do', ont 'have'). 
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EMM 
age  Pres.Ind.Sg  IMP  INF  pp  Comp.Past  Comp.Fut.  Imperfect  total  %tokens 
1;4  2/2  2/2  2/4  44.4% 
1  ;5  2/2  2/2  4/6  2/2  10112  16.7% 
1;6  4/4  1/1  5/5  33.3% 
1;7  3/3  111  4/4  14.3% 
PROTO 
1;8  5/12  1/1  5/5  3,4  1/1  18/24  19.7% 
+1/1passive 
1;9  5/8  4/6  1/1  1/1  I/I  111  13/18  11.8% 
Table 8b. EMM. ImllatlOns (percentages In relatIOn to the number of verb tokens) 
The difference shows up rather in the number of frozen forms in protomorphology: 
Premorphology  types  tokens  utterances  % 
SOP(l ;6-1 ; 11.7)  7  64  1916  3.3% 
EMM (1 ;4-1 ;7)  5  29  845  3.4% 
Table 9a. Premorphology. Frozen torms (percentages In relatIOn to the number of analyzed utterances) 
Protomorpholoy  types  tokens  utterances  % 
(first 2 months) 
SOP(1;11-2;0)  7  30  1062  2.8% 
EMM (1;8-1;9)  9  68  708  9.6% 
Table  9b.  Protomorphology  (fIrst  2  months):  Frozen  forms  (percentages  In  relatIOn  to  the  number of analyzed 
utterances) 
No  formal,  class  shift or agreement error occur yet  in  the  corpus  of EMM (cf.  7.).  In  SOP's 
corpus there are 3 possible number agreement errors at  1;8 and 1  ;9. More important in her corpus 
are the ambiguities between AUX (avair,  etre) of, e.g., Compound Past, semiAUX (avair,  as  in 
avair peur 'be afraid') and fillers (cf. Table  IOa):  in SOP's corpus Present Sg. forms of avair and 
etre are difficult to identify due to the massive use of fillers (e.g. la,(J,  el peur 'is  afraid', la,(J,  EI 
beau for est beau 'is beautiful', la,  (J,  EI  La; dur, lapabel for CP est tambe or pp tambe, latatel for 
CP a saute or pp saute, etc.: 
SOP  ambiguities  EMM  ambiguities 
1  ;6  3 (SAUXAFILL)  1  ;4 
1  ;7  5 (SAUXAFILL)  1;5  1 (PPAINF) 
1;8  0  1  ;6  2 (IMPAPres.Sg, DEICTAInd.Pres.) 
1;9  10 (Ind.Pres. AFILL,  Ind.Pres. AImp,  ppAInf)  1;7  3 (Ind.PresA FILL) 
1;10  21  (SAUXAFILL, CpAFILL, Inf.APP, NAV)  Total  6 
1;11.7  4 (Inf.APP, PassiveAFILL)  PROTO 
Total  43  1;8  2 (InfAPP, AUXAFILL) 
PROTO  1;9  1 (VACONJ) 
1;11  end  18 (InfAPP, Ind.PresAImp, SAUXAFILL) 
2;0  6 (Ind.PresAFILL, PPAINF) 
.. 
Table 10a. SOP: Amblgmtles  Table lOb. EMM: Amblguities 
4.2.  Distinctions among rote-teamt forms 
First  verb-forms  of the  French  corpora can  be divided  into  3  major types  (plus  intermediate 
forms): 
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a) verb-forms corresponding to roots, i.e. without any inflection, e.g. 
SOP, 1;6 3.Pres.Sg. dort 'sleeps', 3.Pres.Sg. pleut 'rains' 
EMM, 1;5 1mp. donne 'give', 1;6 3.Pres.Sg aime 'Iikes'. 
b) Inflected verb-forms (not before 1;8 in SOP), e.g. 
SOP 1;8 1nf donner 'give', pp casse 'broken'; 
EMM 1;4 1nf sortir 'go out', 1;5 pp parti 'gone'; 
c) frozen/formulaic forms, i.e., in terminologie  al difference to e.g. Pi ne &  Lieven 1993, a sub set 
of rote-learnt, contextually/situationally bound, morphologically non-distinctive forms.  A frozen 
form frequently occurs in one single pattern, but the constituent verb never in  any other pattern; 
the  contextual  meaning of this pattern may not be c1early  linked to  the  lexical  meaning of the 
verb, especially if it  is  idiomatic, especially regulative, phatic, e.g.  French  <;a  marche 'I  agree', 
Gennan passt 'fits', which can be simply substituted by  'OK, fine'.  A frozen-form candidate is 
unlikely to be frozen, if the constituent verb emerges earlier as  single verb than the frozen-form 
candidate, but there are exceptions:  English to go as  a main verb may emerge earlier than  the 
adult amalgam gonna. Moreover, a frozen form gene rally constitutes a single-element utterance: 
if it combines with other elements, it is on a way of "defrozeness". In our corpora a frozen form is 
used repeteadly and is not limited to isolated examples (cf. SOP ra marche 'it works' not a likely 
candidate for frozen form). We distinguish: 
i.  amalgams which  are  always  frozen  forms,  i.e.  adult multiword combinations treated  as  one 
unanalyzed  word  by  the  child,  thus  morphosemantically  and  morphotactically  opaque  (even 
fused), e.g. SOP &  EMM lalc:laJ and variants for ilfelle est la 'he/she is  there', Itc:jc:1  and vanants 
for f'a  y est; SOP lewawaJ and variants for on va voir 'we will see', SOP aboire 'I want to drink'; 
ii. regulative or phatic forms corresponding to a single verb-form or to a verb-form plus proclitic: 
SOP attends 'wait', EMM tu sais 'you know', EMM <;a  va 'it's ok'. Such forms correspond to adult 
automatie speech and could be substituted easily by  a pragmatically synonymous form of very 
different structure, e.g. attends 1 --> une minute I,  tu sais --> eh 1 (7), <;a  va --> OKt'. 
iii. imitated forms, i.e. repetitions of the adult target in the next turn. 
The difference between a),  b)  and c)  is  gradual.  Segmentation  is  probably the  most important 
difference between frozen forms and other verb-forms. Whereas root-forms and inflected forms 
have been segmented from the rest of the phonological word, frozen forms represent generally a 
whole utterance or turn and may be memorized as such. But basically these first verb productions 
are all  rote-learnt (cf. MacWhinney 1978): in the first 2 months of recording (before 1;8 SOP and 
1;6  EMM), all  verbs have one single form  and later on  at  most 2  forms  (see below), in  other 
words they are invariable and unanalysed. In Tomasello's approach this early verb development is 
said  to  be  lexically-based  (Tomasello  1992,  Akhtar  &  Tomasello  1997,  Lieven  1998,  Pine, 
Lieven & Rowland 1998). 
Things  may be  further refined however.  We have,  indeed, noticed already some pattern  in  the 
repartition of verb-categories among the two children (Table 5), i.e.  SOP's preference for root-
forms opposed to EMM's preference for inflected forms. 
"  As  mentioncd  by  Blanche-Bcnveniste  &  Adam  (1999:  90),  it  is  sometimes difficult  lo  distinguish  betwcen  a 
phatic and a plain usc of verb forms. 
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Moreover, whereas nothing relevant seems to be found in root-forms and frozen forms,  another 
pattern emerges from inflected forms.  Several measures show that EMM has a strong preference 
for Ist macroclass (i.e. microclasses land 2)  types (and tokens) of Infinitive (see Table 11)19: 
SOP  1;8-1;11.7  EMM  1;4 - 1;7 
types  %  takens  %  types  %  takens  % 
I. macroclass  10  56%  29  48%  19  83%  30  65% 
ather classes  8  44%  31  52%  4  17%  16  35% 
Table 11. Bare InfInItIves 
The  difference  between  Sophie  and  Emma's  Infinitives  does  not  appear  in  the  input:  Ist 
macroclass types are preferred in  Emma (65% vs.  35%) and Sophie's input (60% vs. 40%). The 
opposite  preference  holds  for  tokens  but  the  proportions  are  less  similar  in  the  two  inputs: 
whereas Sophie's input clearly favours non-I sI  macroclass tokens (69% vs.  31 %), Emma's input 
has an  almost equal proportion of the 2 classes. It appears that several tokens are repetitions of 
the child's production and that, when putting them aside, there is a majority of non-I sI macroclass 
tokens  (51 % vs.  47%)  (the percentages of Sophie's input almost do  not change with the  same 
deduction: 70% vs. 30%). Non-I  st macroclass finite forms are also dominant. 
SOP  input  EMM  input 
types  tokens  types  takens 
I. macroc1ass  60%  31%  65%  47% 
ather c1asses  40%  69%  35%  51% 
..  Table 12. InfInItIves In the Input 
The preference for  I  sI  macroclass types and tokens of Infinitives in Emma's corpus is  confirmed 
by  the  examination  of the  first  50  lemmas  produced  by  the  children:  of the  14  infinitives 
occurring in Sophie's corpus 7 (50%) belong to the I" macroclass and 7 to other classes, i.e. there 
is no apparent selectivity with regard to the inflectional classes; in the corpus of Emma, 13 of the 
16 infinitives produced belong to the I" macroclass (81 %). 
The same result obtains again with all  types of inflected forms  (PP, Compound Past, Infinitive, 
Compound Future) of the first 50 lemmas: 
SOP: 54% of I  sI macroclass lemmas - 46% of others 
EMM: 70% of I  sI macroclass lemmas - 30% of others. 
EMM appears thus to be more of a morphotactic child than SOP. This difference fits  with the 
pattern of verb-categories mentioned above (4.1.) and with morphosemantic aspects (see Kilani-
Schoch  &  Dressler 2000c).  With such  morphologically conditioned selection, EMM's premor-
phological phase can be said to show a greater variety of patterns than SOP's premorphological 
phase, i.e. there is more (pre)morphology in the former. 
19  Finite forms in general do not display the same distribution: in both corpora non-l st maeroclass tokens or lemmas 
are  dominant. Recall however that Present Indicative Sg. (and  3d  PI.  in  the  1  st  macroclasS'  and  in  same verbs of 
thc 2nd  macroclass) has no  inflectional marking and corresponds to the simple base. 
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5.  Syntactic usages 
Forms a), b)  and c)  occur first (SOP until  1;9.13, EMM until  1;5.3) as  single-element utterances. 
In  EMM's  corpus  between  1;4.13  and  1;7.27,  i.e.  before  the  first  mini-paradigms  (see  6), 
examples of verbs used in  various utterances  (i.e.  with different word-types) are  limited to  the 
volitive veux + infinitive (11  tokensll43 verb-forms), e.g. 
(I)  1;5.13 u veux aller 'I want to go', 
(2)  1;8 veux voir les souris 'I want to see the mice'. 
At 1;8.10 however, one finds besides 
(3)  a veux t' assar for je veux m'asseoir 'I want to sit down' 
(4)  .1"  est assis il eote 'sat down nearby', 
and besides 
(5)  IfaJ mett(re) for va/veux mettre 'will put Iwants to put' 
a structure with proelitic object 
(6)  on le met lil 'we put it there' 
and an interrogative one 
(7)  t' as mis 01;  ? 'where did you put'; 
also 
(8)  manger salade 'eat salad', 
and the same verb in the only example of a e1eft construction with a relative c\ause 
(9)  e  Maman # qui mange 'it's Mum who is eating'. 
Sophie's data before the emergence of the mini-paradigms are richer due to the greater length of 
this period (6 months)20 It is  by  1;11  (i.e.  at the beginning of protomorphology and one month 
before the first mini-paradigms) that 2-element structures with a verbal predicate plus a nominal 
argument (subject or object) show  a spurt
21  and reach almost 50% of the utterances with verb". 
The preferred syntactic schema seems to be based on abasie prosodic pattern unstressed Filter + 
I or 2 syllable(s) withfinal stress (see Kilani-Schoch & Dressler 2000b), e.g. l'Jdol for F(il y en a) 
deux Idpl '(there are) two', l'Jdodol for F(il/,lit) dodo '(he) sleeps'. It is a reduplication of this basic 
prosodie schema: FI+X F2+Y when X,Y are monosyllabic, e.g. 
(10)  (without verb)  1;11.29 a bain achat  for F(le) bain F(le)  ehat = ?le ehat va dans le bain 
'the cat is going in the bathtub', 
(11)  I;  1  1.2912;0.10 lase asol for F(ren)verse F(le) seau 'turned (the) bucket over', 
(12)  a boit un bib for F(i/) boit I1n biberon 'he is drinking a bottle'. 
When X or Y or both are dissyllabic the prenominal filler may be deleted, e.g. 
(13)  I;  1  1.19 a pape ehat for F(j') ai tape (le) ehat '(I) slaped (the) cat', 
(14)  I; I 1.29 IE  tjEJ! bebe for F(je) cherehe F(le) bebe vs. 
(15)  I; 11.29 e  eher r  )ehe a vaehe for F(je) cherehe F(la) vache, or 
(16)  Ipam atitirl for F(l')elifphant F(veut) sortir '(the) elefant (wants to) go out'. 
20  d  An  to a grcatcr numher of recordings, see note  I. 
21 
In the meantime the most ü'equenI2-elemenl structure is Neg pas+V (e.g. out of 21  2-element struetures there are 
12 oecurrences 01' the type Negation +X 1270 utterances at 1  ;9.13). 
22  9140 utteranees with verb (22,5%) at  1; 11.7 > 29/61  at 1; 11.19. 
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The strongest tendency however seems 
a)  that the  verb stands in  the  initial  position  independently of the  syntactic  status  (subject or 
object) of the following noun, e.g. 
(17)  I; 11.29 embete SUBJ Mal1Uln  'Mum bothers', 
(18)  I; 11.19 veux mettre OBJ bebe 'want to put (the) baby', 
and in the first lexical position after FI if there is a filler, e.g. 
(19)  1  ; 11. 7 a tate SUBJ chein for (il) est cache (le) chien 'the dog is hidden', 
b) 10 have apreverbal filler or no filler at all (i.e. not aprenominal filler only), compare (17), (18) 
with (19) and (20): 
(20)  I; 11.19 e chercher OBJ Imunul for (je) cherche (1') aurs Tm looking for the bear'. 
In  other words these structures are syntactically rather than only prosodically determined. What 
they  highlight  is  however  a  very  restricted  syntactic  diversity  and  the  absence  of syntactic 
function for inflectional morphology. Bare infinitives are indeed often in optional variation with 
finite forms (see 6.). 
This picture is  typical for a transition between the premorphological phase of rote-Iearning and 
creative protomorphology. Thus it is not surprising that first examples of frozen forms combined 
with a new and free argument oceur in the same period, e.g. 
(21)  I; 11.19 levavarl agnee for F( on) va vair araignee 'we will see (the) spider', 
(22)  I; 11.29 e tau(r)ne a passe for on tourne F(la) page 'wellet's turn the page'. 
6.  Emergence of mini-paradigms 
6.1.  Criteria 
How  do  children  start  to  form  paradigms  at  all,  and  what  evidence  do  we  have?  Since  the 
oceurrence  of more  than  one  verb  form  of a  verb  does  not  constitute  in  itself evidence  for 
paradigm  formation  (Cf.  Tomasello  1992,  Behrens  1999),  methodological  prerequisites  for 
assessing morphological relatedness belween distinct verb forms  of the same lemma in  the data 
are neeessary (cf. Allen 1996). We propose five eriteria for eslablishing the onset of a paradigm, 
i.e. spontaneous production (not imitative), spontaneous production (not formulaic), articulatory 
aceuracy, use in contrasting contexts, recurrenee (cf. Kilani-Schoch &  Dressler 2000e), e.g., in 
SOP 
(23)  chercher 'look for':  1;11.19 aSESei for Inf. chercher ISErSel for ?je cherche - a cherche  for 
Pres.Ind.sg. cherche ISErSI for  ~je cherche (same forms at I; 11.29 and 2;0.22) 
Inf. and Pres.Ind.Sg seem to be optional variants, whereas in 
(24)  mettre 'put':  2;0.22 Pres.lnd.sg. i met ImEI  tatalan for je mets pantalon 'I put trousers on' -
Comp.Past 3rd sg. amis lamil da  for amis de I'eau 'has put some water' - a mettre a papa 
for mettre le chapeau 'put Ihe hat on' 
the forms represent a true mini-paradigm. 
Compare also in the corpus of 
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EMM 
(25)  appuyer 'press':  1;7.27 sequenee: apini [li] apie [I]  apie [I] apie a Papa [li] apie Papa [li] 
apier Papa. (apini = 'I  blend of finir:  Comp.Past 3d sg.  afini la finil 'ended' or  appuyer, 
Imp. appuie, apie =  Imp appuie, apier =  Inf. appuyer) 
with a true mini-paradigm: 
(26)  mettre 'put':  1;8.10 Pres.Ind.sg on le met lil  'we put it there' - Aux/Mod+Inf.: Ifaf met/Ire) 
for valveux mettre 'will putlwants to pul' - Comp.Past 3rd sg.  t' as mis Oll  ? 'where did you 
put'. 
Henee  we  define  the  first  "true",  but  still  very  ineomplete,  thus  minimal,  paradigms  as  non-
isolated sets of minimally 3 aceurate and distinet infleetional forms  of the same verbal  lexeme 
produeed spontaneously in eontrasting eontexts. 
This  leads  to  an  analysis of the development of paradigms as  a gradual  proeess with different 
building steps. 
6.2.  Mini-paradigms: steps of development 
First two forms of a verb-lemma appear at  1;8  for SOP, at  1;5  for EMM. First mini-paradigms 
have been considered to oeeur not earlier than three months later, i.e.  at the end of 2;0 for SOP, 
and at  1;8 for EMM. In the meantime several mini-paradigm candidates (pairs or triplex of verb-
forms) occur: 
SOP (1;8 - 2;0.22):  16 lemmas 
Unclear: 9, context-bound: 8, isolated: 4, imitations: 3, formulaic: 2
21 
EMM(l;5-1;8.10):7 
Unclear: 4, isolated: 2, context-bound: 2, imitations: 2, formulaie:  1/2
24
• 
On  the  basis  of the  criteria mentioned above,  we distinguish  three  steps  In  the  emergence of 
paradigms. 
Step a. A very first step consists in approximations of different verb-forms of verb types, e.g. 
SOP (1;8 - 1;9/1;10) 
(27)  laver 'wash' 1;7.26 ?Pres.Ind.Sg lawaf for ?lave Ilavl - 1  ;9.13 ?Inf Irxvel for laver Ilavel 
EMM (1 ;5. - 1;6) 
(28)  donner 'give' 1;5.3 ?lnf Itatel for ?donner Id:mel - 1;5.3 Imp donne  Id:m/. 
In this first step the forms are also rather isolated and do not recur before at least two months. 
This preliminary step is followed by a second pre-paradigm step: 
Step b.  The different verb forms of lemmas which oecur in this second step before the first mini-
paradigms, are either isolated forms,  imitated forms,  formulaic  forms,  context-bound forms  or 
optional variants eonnected by some irregular (not rule-governed) morphotactie similarity, e.g. 
SOP (1;9 - 2;0) 
(29)  SOP essayer 'try' 2;0.10 Imp Maman essaie IESEI 'Mum try', next utt.  Inf:  non lil  , Maman 
essayer IEsEjel 
EMM (I ;7 - 1  ;8), e.g. (25) above. 
23  Thc numbers corrcspond to verb-lemmas. Therc is  overlapping of criteria for sevcral verbs. 
24  All  nurnhers are tokens. 
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Step c.  After a slow extension of verb forms for some verb  lemmas.  first  true mini-paradigms 
appear.  A  time interval  and  a sufficient number of "preparadigms". i.e.  verb-specific inflected 
forms,  seem thus' to  be  needed by  the  children before they  can  recognize  the  morphological 
principle of related form and meaning (plus distinctivity) and can actively use formal marking of 
verb  inflection.  On the basis of the criteria presented above,  we can conc1ude that there is  no 
mini-paradigm before the occurrence of 3 forms of a verb". In the two corpora, the first evidence 
for  a  true  mini-paradigm  is  given  by  the  occurrence  of a  non-l  sI  macroc1ass  verb  with  3 
contrasting forms along with other two-member paradigms in the same month
26
: 
SOP (2;0.22) 
(30)  mettre 'put': Pres.Ind. 3rd Sg. met /mv - Comp.Past 3d.Sg. amis /a mi/  - Inf. mett(re) /mEt! 
(31)  partir 'Ieave':  1;10.16 onw. Comp.Past 3rd.Sg. est parti /E  parti/ - 2;0.22 Pres.Ind. 3rd Sg. 
part /par/ 
(32)  mordre 'bite': 2;0.22 Pres.Ind. 3d Sg. mord /m::Jr/ - Comp.Past 3d Sg. a mordu /a m::Jrdy/ 
(33)  sortir 'go out': 2;0.10 Pres.Ind.Sg. sort /s::Jr/ - 2;0.22 Inf. sortir /s::Jrtir/. 
The following mini-paradigm candidates do not match at least one of the criteria: 
[cacher  (unc1ear),  casser@IMI, chercher (unc1ear  and context-bound),  essayer (optional  vaL), 
laver  (unc1ear),  regarder  'look'  (context-bound),  sauter  (unc1ear),  tomber  (unc1ear),  venir 
(context-bound),  voir (frozen), s'asseoir (unc1ear),  boire formulaic,  unc1ear,  pp isolated, partir 
(unc1ear)]. 
EMM (1;8.10) 
(34)  meUre 'put': Pres.Ind.2/3Sg mets /mv - Inf. mettre /mEt/ - Comp.Past 2Sg. as mis /a mi/ 
(35)  manger 'eat':  1;8.10 Pres.Ind.3d.Sg. mange /mä3/- Inf. manger /mä3e/. 
(36)  sortir 'go out':  1;8.24 Inf. sortir /s::Jrtir/ - Comp.Past 3d.Sg a sorti /a s::Jrti/ 
vs. 
[donner (option  al  variants), marcher (formulaic), casser (unc1ear), attacher (unc1ear and  @IMI), 
appuyer (unclear/sequence), partir (sequence)]. 
In  both  children  the  first  mini-paradigm  with  three  contrasting  forms  coincides  with  the 
beginning of protomorphology. Moreover, in  both children it is  the  verb mettre (cf. Guillaume 
1927, Martinot 1998). Frequency of mettre in the input does not account for this finding:  indeed 
the results of verb (lemma) frequency in SOP and EMM's inputs rank mettre respectively in  the 
seventh and fifth position only27: 
input SOP: etre,faire, AUXlavoir, aller, AUXlaller, vouloir, mettre 
input EMM: €tre,faire, AUXlavoir, AUXlaller, mettre, aller, vouloir. 
In  addition  to  structural  reasons  (mettre  is  more  "regular"  than  the  other  verbs  with  high 
frequency),  semantic and pragmatic factors  must be considered:  mettre is  a "light"  verb wh ich 
indicates only the moving of an object by an  agent without specifying manner and location and it 
IS  an  important  verb  in  situations  of play.  In  addition  this  finding  can  be  attributed  to  the 
"  Cf.  in  different context and tür a different purpose Pine &  Lieven (1993: 558): three instances of a construction 
are  needcd for qualifying as constructed. 
26  On the parallel establishment of recurrent morphosemantic oppositions, see Kilani-Schoch & Dressler 2000c. 
27  In  the  GARS's corpus of spoken French (cf.  Blanche-Benveniste &  Adam  1999:  101), mettre is  not among the 
most frequent  verbs  either  (less  than  1000 occurrences)  but  is  rnorphologically  differentiated  (  21  categories 
used). 
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characteristics of the  input language (system-adequacy). The first conjugation dass - the  most 
frequent and the only productive verb type in French - has more homophony in  the categories 
used by the little child than the other verbs. This homophony is even increased in  filler children 
Iike  SOP and - to  a lesser extent EMM -,  where filler + stem ending in  lei may correspond to 
Infinitive, Compound Past, Past Participle or Compound Future. Hence the child has first  more 
difficulty  in  forming  3-member paradigms with  distinct members  of the  Ist conjugation class 
than with members of other classes. 
7.  Morphological substitutions 
7.1.  Root-infinitives 
By far the most frequent morphological substitutions in the period considered and in  the whole 
corpora are root-infinitives: 
SOP  1;6 - 1;11: 76 I 374 verb-forms (20%),1;6-2;0:  113/512 (22%), Input: infinitives represent 
17% of all verb-forms, 
EMM 1;4 - 1;7: 491122 verb-forms (40%), 1;4 - 1  ;8: 73/245 (30%), Input: 21 %. 
Root infinitives may result from omission of the auxiliary or modal  verb, e.g.  Oaux/Omod + Inf 
(root infmitives): 
SOP 
(37)  1;9 latetir 'dwä/ for (il) veut sortir (I'  )ilephant 'the elefant wants to go out', 
(38)  1;11  la Papa gicler (= la Papa va gicler) 'squirt with watd 
or - less frequently - occur instead of a finite form, e.g. 
SOP 
(39)  1;9.13 lac;ac;el for ehereher =(Je) eherehe 13'd SErS!' (I) am looking for', 
EMM 
(40)  1  ;8faire bobo lä (= ~·afait bobo lä) 'is hurting there'. 
Root infinitives however are more of a syntactic than of a morphological type of production (cf. 
Phillips  1995):  among other factors  they may  be  attributed to  the  saliency of the  infinitive  in 
syntactic  structures  such as  modal  structures (see Wijnen,  Kempen  &  Gillis  2000)  and  to  thc 
ambiguity of the preverbal position (several clitic options appear before an  infinitive, e.g., semi-
auxiliary  va,  prepositions  ä,  de,  which  cannot  be  predicted  by  the  form  of the  immediately 
following verb). In  languages such as French and Gerrnan, the homophony of infinitive with pp 
and plural forms also favours their occurrence. 
7.2.  Analogical formations and overgeneralisations 
All  examples of analogical  formations  or overgeneralisations occur significantly after the first 
mini-paradigms (cf. 8.). For lack of space we will consider class shift only". 
os  Category shirts are  rare  (around 5 per child) and  not clearly of an  analogical nature.  My formulac of proportional 
analogy  takes  the  most  similar  verbs  as  model  but  the  actual  model  may  be  also  another  verh  or  an  abstract 
pallern (minor rule). 
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SOP: between 2;2.0 and 2;7.18: 5 types/l 0 tokens  +?  1 
EMM: between 1;9 and 2;9: 2 types/5 tokens. 
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Class shifts are mainly overgeneralisations of I  Sl  macroc\ass Infinitive, e.g. SOP and EMM Inf. 
metter for meUre 'pUt'29 (cf. 6.2.), SOP Inf. descender for descendre 'go down', SOP Inf. pompirer 
for remplir 'filI', EMM Inf. sorter for sortir 'go out', SOP Comp.Past a voule for a voulu 'wanted', 
Comp.Past a  ve for a vu  'has  seen', i.e.  overgeneralisations based on  the productive class. But 
there are also overgeneraIizations within 2. macroc\ass, e.g. SOP and EMM Inf. tiendre Itjedrl (= 
tenir It;mir/,  Pres.Sg  tient Itje'!)  'hold'  (after  Pres.Sg  eteint lete/,  Inf.  eteindre  'turn  off),  SOP 
Comp.Past a prendu la pradyl for a pris la pril 'has held', i.e.  not based on a productive model. 
The latter must be analysed as rime analogies based on phonological and prosodical similarities. 
The child has related verb forms of isolated paradigms (Inf. tenir 'hold' and prendre 'take') to sets 
of whole  paradigm riming verbs,  i.e.  to  verbs  having the same phonological  form  except the 
initial sequence, e.g. rendre,  (en)tendre, descendre,  (de)fendre,  vendre, pendre. The verb prendre 
is an  isolated paradigm of this set, but it rimes with its members in  a great part of the paradigm 
(not in Pres.PI, Imperfect and Past Participle). What seems most important here is the rime in the 
base  form  (Pres.Sg.)  prend and  in  the  base  derived  Inf.  prendre.  The  childish  Comp.Past a 
prendu, based on the rime between rend and prend, is derived by a minor mle coresponding to 
the proportional analogy:  rend:  prend = rendu: x.  The overgeneralisation tiendre is  based on a 
rime with the set of verbs peindre,  teindre,  atteindre,  eteindre,  plaindre,  craindre.  In the adult 
language the base forms  with stressed nasal vowels rime:  tient Itje/ rimes with teint Ite/,  eteint 
letei, peint Ipe/.  The riming part of the paradigm is  however more limited than  in  the case of 
prendre since it  applies only in  the  Pres.Sg and in  the Simple Future (tiendrai,  peindrai). The 
proportional analogy seems to be: eteint: tient  = eteindre: x. 
These  examples demonstrate that  no  inflectional  imperialism  (cf.  Siobin  1968)  occurs  in  my 
corpora. 
8.  Conclusion 
8.1.  Early verb development and pre- and protomorphology 
First, in premorphology, the emergence of verbs is lexical (steps land 2). Premorphology is the 
phase in  which no system of grammatical morphology has dissociated from a general cognitive 
system.  Morphological  operations  are extragrammatical  ones  or rote-Iearnt  precursors  of later 
grammatical mIes (cf. Dressler & Karpf 1995, Dress\er 1997, Dziubalska-Kolaczyk 1997, Kilani-
Schoch & Dressler 2000b). 
In  protomorphology  the  system  of morphological  grammar  and  of  its  subsystems  starts  to 
develop without reaching the status of modules (components) or submodules (subcomponents). 
The paradigm formation process starts to emerge: at the beginning it is  limited to some lemmas 
(overlap  of steps  2  and  3),  and there  is  no  across-the-board generalization.  However it  soon 
develops into an increasing number of new mini-paradigms: 
29  A similar example is mentioned by Clark (1985: 703). 
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sop  new mlnl~paradigms  (2~  %  numher of 
membcrs or more)  mlni~p/montb 
Der total of lemmas /monlh 
2;0  4/49  11.4%  4 
2; 1  9/52  19.1%  II 
2;2  11-12/60  20%  22 
2;3  14/56  25%  27 
2;4  14/80  17.5%  33 
Table 13a. New mini~paradigms in SOP's corpus 
EMM 
1;8  7/35  20%  7 
1;9  6/45  13.3%  9 
1;10  14/54  25.9%  21 
1;11  6/49  12.2%  12 
2;0  3/30  10%  10 
Table 13b. New mini-paradigms In EMM's corpus 
Consider also the occurrence of 3-member paradigms: 
SOP  2; 1:  2-3 (saater 'jump', partir 'Ieave',  ~jaire 'do') 
2;2:  4 (partir,  mettre 'pu!', faire,  voir 'see') 
2;3:  4 (mettre, faire,  voir,  aller 'go') 
paradigm 
values
30 
prult) 
0.9% 
1.6% 
2.5% 
3.6% 
3% 
2.1% 
2.4% 
3.3% 
3.4% 
3.9% 
EMM  1;9:  3 (pleurer 'cry', montrer 'show', lomber 'fall', voir 'see') 
P(lem)  P(lok) 
8.2%  2.8% 
21.2%  17.5% 
36.7%  5.7% 
48.2%  10.5% 
41.3%  6.1% 
20%  5.7% 
20%  6% 
39%  7.7% 
24.4%  7.3% 
33.3%  11.6% 
1; 1  0:  7 (manger 'eat',finir 'end', meUre 'pul', va ir 'see'Jaire 'do', avoir 'have', etre 'be') 
1;11: 7 (jouer 'play',  donner 'give',  monter 'go up',  entendre 'hear',  faire 'do',  aller 'go', 
voir 'see'), 
This  development  will  lead  to  morphological  productivity  in  modularized  morphology31  (cf. 
Kilani-Schoch et al.  1997, Kilani-Schoch & Dressler 2000b). 
Thc identification, during protomorphology, of morphosemantic oppositions and the establisment 
of mini-paradigms seems to  be the  precondition for identifying analogie  al  relationships and  for 
extending  them  in  terms  of  proportional  analogies.  Creative  morphologie al  patterns,  e.g., 
overgeneralizations, indeed follow two months later (from 2;2 on in  SOP's corpus, from  I; 10 on 
in EMM's corpus, see Appendix). 
These observations,  together with  EMM's morphotactic  selectivity  which seems to  imply that 
some  general  grouping  of  verbs  has  been  already  made  by  the  child,  indicate  that  some 
generalization has taken  place, i.e.  in  protomorphology the children  have started to  understand 
the morphologie al principle of relating forms and meanings in regular ways. 
We  thus  rather  adopt  an  intermediate  position  with  regard  to  the  lexically  specific  vs.  verb-
general account of verb emergence (cf. Tomasello 1992, Akhtar & Tomasello 1997, Lieven 1998, 
Pine  et  al.  1998,  Maratsos  1998,  Behrens  1999)  and  see  the  same  pattern  of gradual  and 
:111  Since tbe  number of mini~paradigms found  in  one corpus may dcpcnd  on  sampie size,  Sabinc Klampfcr (this 
volume) has proposed different paradigm values as  index  for  the paradigm formation capacity of a child. They 
are caleulaled  hy  dividing the  numher of mini-paradigms hy  the  number of analyzed ulterances  (P(utt)), verb 
lemmas (P(Vlem)) and verb tokens (P(Vtok)) per month and thus give a samplc-size independent value cnabling 
thc comparison of  mini~paradigms across different corpora  . 
.  11  d  Mo  ularizcd morphology contains the  nuclcus 01' mature morphological grammar. Subsystems 01'  verb and noun 
inllcction are distinguished. 
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progressive (inflectional) development as  observed by Allen (1998),  Ninio (1999)  and Mueller 
Gathercole et al. (1999). 
8.2.  Typological characteristics 
A first general property of French which is weakly inflecting and approaches the isolating type is 
that many verb-forms do not involve any morphological operation. With regard to this criterion 
one may expect 
a)  that non-inflected (verbal root) forms, i.e.  Pres.Ind.Sg or Imp, should appear first and earlier 
than  inflected categories. This prediction is born out for SOP's data where inflected forms occur 
at  1;8 only, but not in the case of EMM. As said above, EMM favours inflected forms which are 
used from the very beginning. Individual differences hence go beyond typological adequacy; 
a')  that two related predictions are that inflected forms such as plural forms should emerge later 
than  in  non-isolating languages, e.g.  in  stronger inflecting languages  (cf.  Kilani-Schoch  et  al. 
1997) and that periphrastic verb-forms should emerge earlier than in non-isolating languages; 
a")  that periphrastic Past and Future should emerge before their synthetic competitors. This  is 
amply documented by any study on acquisition of French; 
b)  that nouns and verbs emerge simultaneously, particularly that earliest verb forms  emerge as 
early  as  first  nouns  (but  individual  strategies  put  a  strong  limitation  to  this  prediction,  cf. 
Braunwald  1995).  In  other words,  French morphology should not stimulate children to  acquire 
nouns or verbs earlier than the other category. Indeed this expectation is born out in my data; 
b') that earliest verb forms emerge earlier than in non-isolating, stronger inflecting languages (but 
that the whole verbal system becomes is acquired later than in these languages); 
c)  that  the  non-differenciation  of singular  and  plural  forms  (in  the  I.  productive  microclass) 
should ease reference  to  plural subjects.  However instances  of plural  meaning (i.e.  contextual 
meaning) of verb forms in this early stage are almost inexistent; 
d)  that tense distinctions emerge before person and number distinctions. This holds true for my 
data (see  Tables  5  and  6).  As  far  as  tense  is  coneerned,  however,  eonsidering that  early Past 
Partieiple and Compound Past are  mostly used with telie  lemmata (Vendler 1967) (e.g.  casser 
'break',jenner 'close', tomber 'fall', partir 'Ieave',jinir 'end'), this first distinetion between finite 
verb-forms (let alone Imp) eould be rather eharaeterized in terms of aspeet rather than in terms of 
tense  (but  cf.  Shirai  &  Andersen  1995).  It  seems  nevertheless  that  both  ehildren  extend 
Compound Past to aetivity (SOP: 2;2.13 a leche 'lieked', EMM 1  ;8.24 a pleure 'cried') and stative 
verbs (SOP:  1; 11.29 and EMM 1;8.10 t' as vu  'you have seen') before they introduee first person 
distinetion,  i.e.  the distinction  between  I.  and 3.  person (I.Pres.Sg. = SOP 2;5,  EMM  I ;9)  in 
suppletive verbs; Comp.Fut. - Present distinetion is frequent at 2;4 in SOP, at  I; I 0 in EMM; as to 
number distinetion, 3.Pres.PI. is frequent later than first non-present tenses and I.Sg. (in addition 
to 3.Sg.): SOP at 2;7, EMM at 2;2. 
More system-speeifie but still typologically adequate is, e.g., the homophony between Inf. and pp 
in the productive I. mieroclass. From this homophony one could make the hypotheses 
e) that Inf. and pp would emerge earlier and with higher frequency than in  languages not having 
this homophony (cf. Kilani-Schoch et al.  1997);  but see the individual difference between SOP 
and EMM (Table 5); 
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f) that periphrastic verb-forms should emerge earlier than in isolating languages and olhers not 
having this homophony (cf. Kilani-Schoch et al.  1997); 
g) that there should be analogieal pp forms based on InI. (less probably vice versa. because InI. is 
less marked than PP) in unproductive microclasses and isolated paradigms. However there is only 
one instance in the corpus of SOP: 2;5 PQP avait mettre for avait mis 'has put,32; 
h) that since in French the only productive microclass has also the highest lemma frequency and 
is  the default class, it is easily predictable that morphological substitutions occur exclusively in 
unproductive microclasses and isolated paradigms. My data are in accordance with this prediction 
(see 7.2.). 
i) that since aspectual distinctions are not encoded separately from tense in French and are tied to 
the opposition between periphrastic and synthetic tense, aspectual distinctions obviously depend 
on the mastery of the respective tense subsystem, i.e. the opposition between imparfait (lmperfecl 
as in Latin and in the other Romance languages) and passe compose (Compound Past). 
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Analogical formations 
SOP 
Marianne Kilani-Schoch 
2;2.0 Inf. metter for mettre 'to put'  (after  Ist macroc1ass) Other (similar) forms  of the same lemma: Inf. 
mettre ImEti from 2;0.22 onwards. 
2;2.0 Inf. apir lapirl for  appuyer lapqijel 'to pre,,' (after 2""  macroclass 'I?,  or phonologieal motivation). 
Other forms: 2; 1.8 pie far appuyer, 2; I. I 8 Imp. lapil appuie . 
2;2.13 Past Participle a prendu for a pris 'took' (after 8.me of 2"d  maeroclass, e.g.  rendre,  tendre,  vendre, 
descendre, ete.). Other forms of the same lemma or of lemmas of eorresponding mieroclass: 2;0.22 
Inf.  ?prendre,  I; 11.9  Comp.Past a perdu 'has  lost',  2;0.22 pp mordu 'bitten',  2; 1.8  Comp.Past as 
eIltendu 'has heard' 
2;3.22  Inf.  descender for  descendre  'go  down'  (after  I" macrocJass).  Other forms:  2;0.22 Pres.Ind.Sg. 
descend, Inf. ?descendre. 
2;4.22 Inf. p(  r  )amener IprJmEnel for promener IprJrnnel 'walk' (after I" microclass of I" maeroclass), the 
morphonologieal rule of mid-vowel alternation does not apply. 
2;5.3. Inf. pompirer for remplir (after I" macroclass). No other lemma from the same microclass. Correet 
oecurrences at 2;6.25, 2;7.18. 
2;5.14, 2;5.27, 2;7.4, 2;7.18 Inf. metterfar mettre (see above) 
2;5.27 Comp.Past a voule Maman for a voulu 'wanted': (after I" maeroclass or or Filler + Impf., cr.  next 
utterance: Impf. voulait Maman 'wanted'. 
2;6.25 Comp.Past ave for a vu 'has seen' (after I"  macroclass). Other forms: 2;3.9 onw.: a vu. 
2;7. I 8 Inf. tiendre far tenir 'hold' (after class 2, 9.me of 2"" maerocJass, e.g. peindre,  ereindre,  craindre). 
EMM 
Other forms:  2;5.3 Inf.  tenir, 2;2.27 Pres.Ind.Sg. tient 'holds', 2;2.27 Inf.  ereindre 'turn off, 2;7.18 
Pres.Ind.Sg t' ereins 'you turn off. 
I:  I 0 Inf. sorter for sortir 'go out' (after I"  mieroclass) (2 tokens). Olher forms: from  1;4 onw. Inf. sortir. 
2:2Inf. metter for mettre 'put' (after I" microc1ass) (3 tokens). Other forms:  I ;8. I  0 Inf. mettre ImEtI, 
2:0.17 Impf mettais. 
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